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Abstract
Mammalian hosts constantly interact with diverse exogenous microbes, but only a subset of the microbes manage to colonize
due to selective colonization resistance exerted by host genetic factors as well as the native microbiota of the host. An
important question in microbial ecology and medical science is if such colonization resistance can discriminate closely
related microbial species, or even closely related strains of the same species. Using human-mouse fecal microbiota
transplantation and metagenomic shotgun sequencing, we reconstructed colonization patterns of human fecal microbes in
mice with different genotypes (C57BL6/J vs. NSG) and with or without an intact gut microbiota. We found that
mouse genotypes and the native mouse gut microbiota both exerted different selective pressures on exogenous colonizers:
human fecal Bacteroides successfully established in the mice gut, however, different species of Bacteroides selectively
enriched under different gut conditions, potentially due to a multitude of functional differences, ranging from versatility in
nutrient acquisition to stress responses. Additionally, different clades of Bacteroides cellulosilyticus strains were selectively
enriched in different gut conditions, suggesting that the fitness of conspecific microbial strains in a novel host environment
could differ.

Introduction

A fundamental question in microbial ecology is how exo-
genous microbes interact with an established host-
associated microbial community. Ecological competition
and cooperation for resources [1–5], indirect intervention by
modulated host factors (e.g., gut commensals stimulate
dendritic cells, impairing the colonization of vancomycin-
resistant Enterococcus [6]), or incompatibility to host niche
characteristics [7–9] can all impact the successful coloni-
zation of exogenous microbes. This question is also crucial
to the biomedical field because of its direct relevance to
understanding host defense and colonization resistance

against pathogens, estimating efficacy of therapeutic pro-
biotics, and improving human microbiota-associated mouse
models to study human diseases.

Colonization ability of exogenous microbes in a
host environment has been extensively studied in humans
(e.g., refs.10, 11) and mice (e.g., refs. 12, 13). Multiple
factors have been identified that collectively determine the
fate of exogenous colonizers into an established microbial
community. First, the composition of the host’s existing
community can influence colonization, often referred to as
colonization resistance [14, 15]. For example, the host
native microbiota could resist the colonization of the
majority of bacterial phylotypes [13]; host communities
with higher diversity are more resistant to colonization by
multiple pathogens, including Campylobacter jejuni [16]
and Clostridium difficile [17, 18]. Interspecies antagonistic
relationships are also common, such as the release of anti-
microbials [3, 19–21] and the injection of toxic effectors
[22]. Second, the composition of the colonizers can also
influence colonization ability. For example, Streptococcus
pneumoniae and Staphylococcus aureus can form dual-
species biofilms leading to stable co-colonization of the
upper respiratory tract, even in a vaccinated host [23].
Finally, intrinsic host factors other than the microbiome can
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also influence colonization ability of exogenous microbes,
for not all microbes can colonize the gut of a germ-free
mouse [13]. The genetic background of the host is known to
shape and influence the establishment of colonizing
microbes [24–26], with the most common example being
the selectivity of the host immune system against many
microbial pathogens [27]. Nonetheless, previous studies
have not studied these factors in an integrative manner: first,
it is unclear how differently the host microbiome and
intrinsic host factors influence exogenous colonizers. Sec-
ond, the composition of the exogenous colonizers is often
restricted to a single microbe (typically a pathogen of
interest), while host niches in nature likely interact with
complex communities of exogenous microbes.

In addition, previous studies have had limited ability to
compare colonization abilities of closely related microbial
species or strains, due to the resolution afforded by con-
ventional approaches to assaying microbial community
composition, such as 16S rRNA sequencing. Understanding
species and importantly, strain-level dynamics is critical
because different microbial species of the same genus, and
even different strains of the same species, can have funda-
mentally divergent phenotypes. For example, different
Escherichia coli strains exhibit highly versatile metabolism,
pathogenicity, and ability in colonizing and adapting to new
niches [28, 29]. We hypothesize that closely related
microbial species and strains can exhibit different abilities
in colonizing a new host environment.

In contrast to common tools like marker gene-based
amplicon sequencing, metagenomic whole-genome shotgun
sequencing (mWGS) directly sequences the full comple-
ment of genetic material in a microbial community to pro-
vide a comprehensive and in-depth portrait of the
community. Facilitated by state-of-the-art computational
analyses, mWGS can be used to analyze the interaction
between host environments and microbial colonizers at high
taxonomic resolution, even to the strain level [30–32],
allowing relatively unbiased profiling of strain composition
compared with culture-based methods. Recent studies have
tracked the fate of colonizing microbial strains in the host
[10, 11], but it is unclear whether and how host environ-
ments select for colonization of specific strain types. Here,
we used mWGS to study how host phenotype and endo-
genous microbiota affect exogenous colonizers at species-
resolution and strain-resolution. To model the colonization
of exogenous microbes, we transplanted human fecal
microbiota (FMT) into two types of mice: the severely
immunodeficient NSG mice (NOD/ShiLTJ background)
and immunocompetent C57BL/6 J mice. This allowed us to
investigate the effect of host genetic differences that influ-
ence immunity on engraftment of exogenous human
microbiota into mice. Then, to partition the host genotype
effect from the host microbiome effect (i.e., potential

interspecies competition or incompatibility), we depleted
by antibiotic treatment (ABT) the native gut microbes in
half of the mice before FMT. The system is analogous to a
competitive growth assay, in which human fecal microbes
that have higher fitness in the mouse gut environment
are enriched and the ones with lower fitness diminish or go
extinct. We found that mouse genotypes and the composi-
tion of the endogenous mouse gut microbiome both influ-
ence the colonization of human fecal species, while
such influences are significantly different among closely
related microbial species. In addition, we present
evidence that closely related strains of the same microbial
species can have diverse colonizing abilities in a new host
environment.

Materials and methods

Human FMT in C57BL6/J and NSG mice

In total, 12 C57BL6/J and 12 NSG mice (female, 5 weeks
of age) were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar
Harbor, ME, USA) from two Bar Harbor production rooms
(C57BL6/J mice were from room AX-27 and NSG mice
were from room MP-14), and raised as shown in Fig. 2a.
For ABT, antibiotic cocktail (1 mg/mL ampicillin; 5 mg/mL
streptomycin; 1 mg/mL colistin; 0.25 mg/mL vancomycin)
were added directly into the drinking water, and the
drinking water was changed with fresh antibiotics once per
week for 2 weeks. Healthy human stools samples were
purchased from OpenBiome (Somerville, MA, USA) stool
collection. For FMT, the mice were oral gavaged with 0.2
mL/10 g of stool sample (mixed from six healthy human
donors) resuspended in glycerol. Note that, we used a
mixture of human fecal samples to explore competitions
between the microbial strains in different human donors.
Therefore, the mixed samples were more diverse and did
not mimic any single fecal sample.

Total DNA extraction from mouse stool samples and
quantification of microbial DNA

Mouse stool was collected into Cell & Tissue Lysis buffer
(Ambion, Austin, TX, USA), and it was homogenized with
a pestle before being frozen at −80 °C. DNA was extracted
using the Qiagen (Germantown, MD, USA) QIAamp 96
DNA QIAcube HT Kit with the following modifications:
enzymatic digestion with 50 μg of lysozyme (Sigma, St.
Louis, MO, USA) and 5U each of lysostaphin and muta-
nolysin (Sigma) for 30 min at 37 °C followed by bead-
beating with 50 μg 0.1 mm of zirconium beads for 6 min
on the Tissuelyzer II (Qiagen) prior to loading onto the
Qiacube HT. DNA concentration was measured using
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the Qubit high sensitivity dsDNA kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA, USA).

Quantitative PCR was performed in triplicate on 1 ng
extracted DNA using PowerUp™ SYBR® Green Master
Mix (Thermofisher, Waltham, MA, USA) on a ViiA 7 Real-
Time PCR System (Thermofisher) using primers 357 F and
519 R [33] to amplify the 16S rRNA gene.

16S rRNA sequencing

The V1–V3 region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified
using primers 8 F (5′-AGAGTTTGATCCTGGCTCAG-3′)
and 534 R (5′-ATTACCGCGGCTGCTGG-3′) that were
tailed with Illumina adapter sequences and index tags to
facilitate sample pooling. A single-step amplification was
used with the following PCR conditions: 95 C for 2 min
followed by 30 cycles of 95 C for 20 s, 56 C for 30 s, and
72 C for 60 s. Amplicons were separated from unin-
corporated primers and nucleotides using 1.8X AMPure
(Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) bead purification.
Concentrations were determined using Qubit (Invitrogen),
and equimolar amounts of each amplicon were pooled for
sequencing on the Illumina MiSeq with 2 × 300 base reads.
The resulting sequence reads were filtered to remove low-
quality sequences and adapters were removed. Each for-
ward/reverse pair was assembled into the full amplicon
sequence using FLASH [34].

Metagenomic shotgun sequencing

Illumina libraries were created using Nextera XT DNA
Library Prep Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) with
reduced reaction volumes: 200 pg of DNA were used
(160 pg/μL × 1.25 μL), and tagmentation and PCR reagent
volumes were reduced to 1/4 of the standard volumes.
Tagmentation and PCR reactions were carried out
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The reaction
mixtures were then adjusted to 50 μL by adding dH2O,
and the AMPure (Beckman Coulter) Cleanup was carried
out as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Libraries were
then sequenced with 2 × 150 bp paired end reads on an
Illumina HiSeq2500. For quality control, expected versus
observed frequencies of species in sequencing of a bac-
terial mock community were closely matched (data not
shown).

Sequencing adapters and low-quality bases were
removed from the sequencing reads using scythe (v0.994)
[35] and sickle (v1.33) [36], respectively, with default
parameters. Host reads were then filtered by mapping all
sequencing reads to the hg19 human reference genome or
mm10 mouse reference genome using bowtie2 (v2.2.8)
[37], under “very-sensitive” mode. Unmapped reads were
used for downstream analyses. Characteristics of the

shotgun metagenomic sequencing data were summarized in
Supplementary File 1.

De novo assembly and binning

Sequencing reads from mouse samples before receiving
ABT or FMT were pooled for de novo assembly using
MEGAHIT (v1.0.6) [38, 39] with default parameters. The
resulting contigs were filtered by size ( > 1000 bp), and
sequencing reads were mapped back to the contigs using
bowtie2 (v2.2.8) [37] under “very-sensitive” mode. Gen-
ome bins were constructed from the contigs using MetaBat
[40] with the runMetaBat.sh wrapper using default para-
meters, accepting genome bins with mean depth of cover-
age >= 1 in each library. The resulting genome bins were
estimated for genome completeness and contamination
based on the presence or absence of universal single-copy
orthologs using BUSCO (v1.22) [41] with default para-
meters. Genome bins with at least 70% completeness and at
most 10% contamination (i.e., high-quality bins) were
included for downstream analyses. High-quality bins were
assigned taxonomic labels using the checkM pipeline
(v1.0.9) [42]. To validate the taxonomic assignments, we
additionally used Kraken (v0.10.6) [43] to classify the
contigs with default parameters, and each genome bin was
assigned the lowest taxonomic label that was assigned to at
least 70% of the contigs in the genome bin.

Taxonomic composition profiling of 16S rRNA
sequencing samples

Taxonomic compositions of 16S rRNA sequencing samples
were profiled using VSEARCH [44]. First, reads shorter
than 250, having more than one expected errors, or having
over eight Nʼs were discarded. Reads were then derepli-
cated by collapsing identical sequences and discarding
collapsed sequences that have fewer than five reads. Chi-
meric sequences were detected de novo and filtered using
UCHIME. Next, OTUs were generated by clustering non-
chimeric sequences at 0.97 sequence identity using clus-
ter_fast, and the abundances of the the OTUs were esti-
mated by aligning reads back to the centroids of the OTUs
using usearch_global. Finally, the OTUs were tax-
onomically annotated using USEARCH sintax based on the
Silva database [45–47].

Taxonomic composition profiling of mWGS samples

In this study, taxonomic compositions of mWGS samples
were profiled in two ways, using either MetaPhlAn2
(v2.5.0) [48] or Pathoscope 2.0 [49] with a custom reference
catalog. MetaPhlAn2 has been shown to be most accurate
when profiling human-associated microbes [48], but is
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limited by the comprehensiveness of the reference database;
on the other hand, Pathoscope 2.0 can take a more com-
prehensive reference database and account for microbes

uncommon in the human microbiome. Our rationale is to
use the more accurate profiling method (i.e., MetaPhlAn2)
whenever a community is composed of predominantly

Fig. 1 Reconstruction of the mouse gut microbiome using a combi-
nation of reference-based and de novo profiling. a the proportion of
reads mapped to the reference pan-genomes in the database panDB
and high-quality genome bins reconstructed de novo from native
mouse gut metagenomic reads. b Phylum-level taxonomic distribution
of the high-quality genome bins (upper) and assembled contigs that

were not assigned into the genome bins (lower). c Mouse gut meta-
genomic reads mapped to the most abundant species. Here, “species”
refers to both microbial species in panDB and the high-quality genome
bins. Each column corresponds to one mWGS sample, the proportion
of reads mapped to the most abundant taxa shown in the graph were
rescaled so that they added up to 1
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human-associated microbes, including human donor com-
munities and FMT-established communities in ABT mice.
For all other communities where the native mouse gut
microbes are abundant and the comprehensiveness of

profiling is a major concern (Fig. 1a), Pathoscope 2.0 with a
custom database was used to improve the comprehensive-
ness of the composition profiles. In this study, to maximize
comprehensiveness, Pathoscope 2.0 used a custom database
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composed of PanDB [50]—a comprehensive and compact
representation of all microbial assemblies in GenBank, and
the high-quality de novo genome bins generated as descri-
bed in the previous section. MetaPhlAn2 was used with
default parameters to generate composition profiles leading
to Fig. 3 and S2. Pathoscope 2.0 with default parameters
was used to generate composition profiles leading to Figs. 1,
2, and 4.

Enrichment and colonization resistance of microbes
in different host environments

The proportion of human versus mouse microbes in each
sample was estimated using the R package SourceTracker
[51] (using alpha1= alpha2= 0.001). From compositional
profiles generated as described above, extremely rare
species with an average relative abundance lower than
0.001% were excluded from the analysis. When identify-
ing differentially abundant human fecal microbes, we fil-
tered the compositional profiles so that only human fecal
species were included in the profile. This was done by
removing species that had (1) an average relative abun-
dance higher than 0.001% in the mouse samples without
ABT and FMT, OR (2) an average relative abundance
lower than 0.1% in the human donor samples from the
profile. The relative abundance estimates of the remaining
species in each sample were then scaled such that they
summed up to one. Differentially enriched human fecal
species in different host conditions were identified using
LEfSe [52] (with the argument –o 1000000, as a normal-
ization factor) based on the filtered and rescaled compo-
sitional profiles.

Compilation of gene catalogs

Four types of gene catalogs were used in this study. First, a
metagenomic gene catalog of human fecal microbes were
generated by pooling human donor mWGS reads and
assembling the pooled reads de novo using MEGAHIT
(v1.0.6) [38, 39] with default parameters. Genes were then
predicted from the resulting contigs using prodigal (v2.6.3)
[53] with default parameters and aligned to the prokaryotic

KEGG gene database (ublast with at least 50% sequence
identity), which contains genes annotated in each KEGG
organism representing different microbial strains [54, 55],
in order to be assigned KEGG ortholog numbers.

Next, a previously reported mouse metagenomic gene
catalog [56] was combined with the above mentioned
human metagenomic gene catalog to compare abundances
of genes in the human and mouse native gut microbiota.

Additionally, a gene catalog was compiled for six Bac-
teroides species (B. stercoris, B. vulgatus, B. plebeius, B.
finelgoldii, B. xylanisolvens, and B. cellulosilyticus) by
directly combining annotated gene sequences from all 39
assemblies of the six species available in GenBank. A
fourth gene catalog was compiled in the same way but only
for the five Bacteroides cellulosilyticus strains.

Differential abundances of genes and pathways

For a given mWGS sample, abundances of genes of
interest were computed by mapping the mWGS reads to a
gene catalog (bowtie2 [v2.2.8] [37], very-sensitive mode)
and counting the reads mapped to each gene using
SAMtools (v1.5) [57, 58]. Abundances of KEGG ortho-
logs were estimated by summing the reads mapped to all
genes that were assigned the corresponding KEGG
ortholog number. Differentially abundant KEGG orthologs
were then inferred using the DESeq2 package (v1.18.1)
[59], which has superior performance among other statis-
tical tools for comparative metagenomics [60]. Based on
the DESeq2 results, the differentially abundant KEGG
pathways were consequently inferred using the GAGE
package (v2.28.2) [61] and visualized using the Pathview
package (v1.18.2) [62], according to the suggested work-
flow [63].

Combination of samples for differential enrichment
analyses

MWGS samples representing different time points col-
lected from a single mouse or representing co-caged mice
could be inter-correlated and might inflate the sample size.
Therefore, differential enrichment analyses of microbes,
genes, and pathways were performed using three different
strategies to account for potential inter-correlation: (1) all
samples were treated as independent samples, (2) samples
representing different time points collected from the
same mouse were combined (i.e., each mouse has an
effective sample size of 1), and (3) all samples collected
from co-caged mice were combined (i.e., each cage has an
effective sample size of 1). To combine mWGS samples,
each sample were first rarefied to 100,000 reads before
pooled into a new sample representing an averaged
metagenome.

Fig. 2 Compositional profiling of the FMT-established microbial
communities. a The timeline of treatments and data collection. b The
proportion of reads from mice that had received human FMT mapped
to the most abundant microbial species. Here, “species” refers to both
microbial species in panDB and the high-quality genome bins. 10
randomly chosen mWGS samples (i.e., random engraftment time and
caging) were shown for each type of mouse gut environment. c
Multidimensional scaling of pairwise Bray–curtis dissimilarities of the
FMT-established microbial communities. Samples are grouped and
color coded based on host, gut conditions, time post-FMT, and caging.
The two axes explained 42.5% of the total variance
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Host influence on conspecific strains

For each sample, the haplotype sequence of the dominant
strain of a given species was reconstructed using
StrainPhlAn [32] by concatenating the highest-coverage
base type at each SNP position. Each consensus sequence
represents the haplotype of the dominant strain of the spe-
cies in the sample; the more similar two consensus
sequences are, the more likely the dominant strains have
descended from a recent common ancestor. The evolu-
tionary similarities of the consensus sequences were
visualized in form of a maximum-likelihood phylogeny as
part of the StrainPhlAn pipeline.

Statistical analyses

Wilcoxon rank sum test and PERMANOVA were per-
formed in R with the standard wilcox.test function and the
adonis function in the R package vegan [64], respectively.
Multidimensional scaling was conducted using the standard
cmdscale function in R. Bray–curtis distance was computed
using the function vegdist in the R package vegan [64].
Shannon’s diversity index (H) was computed by:

H ¼ �
Xs

i¼1

pilnpi

where s is the total number of taxa and pi is the relative
abundance of the ith taxon.

Results

Native microbiota of C57BL/6J and NSG mice
profiled using a combination of reference-based and
de novo assembly-based approaches

Shotgun metagenomic sequencing was conducted on the
fecal samples of 24 C57BL/6 J and 24 NSG mice before any
treatments were applied to the mice. However, only 13.7 ±
3.3% of the mWGS reads could be taxonomically classified
based on panDB, a comprehensive pangenome microbial
reference database, we developed that was previously
demonstrated to be capable of profiling over 70% of human
fecal mWGS reads [50] (Fig. 1a). This suggests a broad lack
of mouse microbial genomes in current reference databases.
To reduce the uncharacterized space in the mouse fecal
metagenome, we reconstructed genome sequences from the
mWGS samples using pooled de novo assembly and bin-
ning. This process generated 194 binned genome sequences,
out of which 65 binned genome sequences were deemed
high quality (i.e., genome completeness over 70% and
contamination, that is, duplicated single-copy marker genes,

lower than 10%). Each of the 65 high-quality genome bins
presumably corresponded to a microbial species draft gen-
ome; however, most could not be assigned a taxonomic label
at species resolution (Supplementary File 2) although the
majority (61 out of 65 genome bins) represented bacteria
from the phylum Firmicutes (Fig. 1b, Supplementary File 2).
On the other hand, contigs that were not included in the 65
high-quality bins (427 Mbp DNA from 160,012 contigs)
represented a greater taxonomic diversity, including bacteria
from the phyla Firmicutes, Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria,
Cyanobacteria, Spirochaetes, and Bacteroidetes (Fig. 1b).
We then used the 65 high-quality genome bins as a reference
catalog to classify reads from the mouse native metagenome.
These genome bins explained an additional 11.2 ± 5.0% of
the mWGS reads when combined with panDB (Fig. 1a).

With the additional discriminatory resolution provided by
including the 65 high-quality bins, C57BL/6 J and NSG
mice showed different community composition (Fig. 1c),
potentially due to differential host immune selection,
although additional factors, such as mouse room origin, may
also impact initial composition. The most abundant taxa
were mostly represented by the high-quality genome bins,
but not panDB (Fig. 1c), underscoring the need for classi-
fication approaches that incorporate not only reference-based
as well as reference-independent methods. The native gut
communities of C57BL6/J showed an overrepresentation of
non-Firmicutes bacteria (bin 154 that represents Bacteroides
thetaiotaomicron and bin 174 that represents Akkermansia
muciniphila) compared with NSG mice (Fig. 1c). Commu-
nity composition profiles of the mouse gut communities
generated using mWGS and 16S rRNA sequencing were
generally consistent (Spearman’s correlation coefficient=
0.83 ± 0.06) (Figure S1A), while the mWGS profiles showed
an overrepresentation of Firmicutes and under representation
of Bacteroidetes and Tenericutes compared with profiles
generated using 16S rRNA sequencing, suggesting that the
uncharacterized sequence information in the mWGS samples
likely represent non-Firmicutes bacteria, such as Bacter-
oidetes and Tenericutes. In terms of biological functions, no
statistically significant differences were identified between
the native mouse gut microbiota and human gut microbiota
on pathway level, but the abundances of many KEGG
orthologs showed statistically significant difference between
human and mouse gut microbiota (see Supplementary File 3
for a list of the top 10 most significantly different KEGG
orthologs between human donors and the C57BL6/J or
NSG mice).

Transplantation of diverse healthy human fecal
microbiota (FMT) into the mice

Half of the C57BL6/J mice and NSG mice were then fed a
broad spectrum antibiotic cocktail (ABT) for 8 days with
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2 days of clear out of the residual antibiotics. The remaining
half were not treated by antibiotics (nonABT), creating a
total of four host conditions (ABT NSG, nonABT NSG,
ABT C57BL6/J, and nonABT C57BL6/J). The experi-
mental timeline was summarized in Fig. 2a. ABT effec-
tively depleted the gut communities in both C57BL6/J and
NSG mice, demonstrated by quantitative PCR against the
16S rRNA gene (Figure S1B). This effective depletion of
endogenous microbiota allowed us to largely remove effects
of room origin and existing microbiota and assess the
effects of genotype/immunity on colonization.

Then, to establish to what degree the presence of native
mouse microbiota affected the engraftment of exogenous
microbiota, all mice, both ABT and nonABT, received the
same high-diversity FMT from a bulk fecal sample aggre-
gated from six healthy human donors. The mixture of
human fecal samples were used to model competitions
between the microbial strains in different human donors, but
were not used to simulate a real biological fecal sample. The
engrafted microbiota showed increased diversity when at
least 1 day was available to clear out residual antibiotics,
while antibiotic clear out time ranging from 1–4 days did
not affect the diversity of the engrafted microbiota (Fig-
ure S1C). Community composition profiles, generated using
mWGS of the engrafted gut communities, as well as the
donor human gut communities, were consistent with 16S
rRNA sequencing (Spearman’s correlation coefficient=
0.88 ± 0.07 and 0.89 ± 0.09, respectively) (Figure S1A).
Mouse genotypes (C57BL6/J and NSG) and antibiotic
treatments (ABT and nonABT) both influenced the com-
position of the FMT-established mouse gut community
(Figs. 2b, c). Remarkably, many donor Bacteroides species
were successfully colonized in all mice (Fig. 2b), while
human fecal species that did not colonize the mouse gut (
< 0.001% relative abundance in the FMT samples),
including multiple genera predominantly from the Firmi-
cutes phylum (Figure S2A). The major sources of variation
among the FMT-established communities were mouse
genotype (p= 0.001, PERMANOVA based on Bray–
Curtis distance) and ABT (p= 0.001, PERMANOVA
based on Bray–Curtis distance) (Fig. 2c), as well as their
interaction effect (p= 0.001, PERMANOVA based on
Bray–Curtis distance). Sampling time and caging effects
were also significant after adjusted for genotype and ABT
effects (p= 0.009 and p= 0.014, respectively, PERMA-
NOVA based on Bray–Curtis distance) but were not sig-
nificant without adjusting for genotype and ABT effects (p
= 0.26 and p= 0.24, respectively, PERMANOVA based
on Bray–Curtis distance) (Fig. 2c). However, co-caging
did not always increase microbiome similarity (Fig-
ure S2B, no comparisons between the co-caged mice and
individually caged mice were statistically significant due
to the small sample size). To adjust for these sources of

variations, downstream differential abundance analyses
were performed using three different strategies: (1) all
samples were treated as independent samples, (2) samples
representing different time points collected from the same
mouse were combined (i.e., each mouse has an effective
sample size of 1), and (3) all samples collected from co-
caged mice were combined (i.e., each cage has an effective
sample size of 1).

Effect of mouse genotype on the colonization of
human fecal microbes

Next, we investigated how mouse genotypes (NSG and
C57BL6/J) influence colonization of human fecal microbes
by comparing the human FMT-established communities in
ABT C57BL6/J mice with ABT NSG mice. We did not
detect a significant difference between the overall diversity
of the colonized human species in the two mouse genotypes
(Wilcoxon rank sum test p= 0.26 with all samples treated
as independent, p= 0.79 with combined time points, and p
= 0.2 with combined co-caging samples) (Fig. 3a). Com-
position-wise, multiple human-associated Bacteroidetes
species were differentially enriched in C57BL6/J and NSG
mice: B. cellulosilyticus and Alistipes onderdonkii were
enriched in the NSG mice, and B. stercoris and B. fragilis
were enriched in the C57BL6/J mice (Fig. 3b). These
conclusions were consistently observed when all samples
were treated independently, when samples representing
different time points were combined, and when samples
representing co-caged mice were combined, suggesting that
even closely related species can have different fitness in
hosts with distinct immune phenotypes.

Effect of mouse native gut microbiome on the
colonization of human fecal microbes

We then asked how the mouse native gut microbiome
influences colonization of human fecal microbes. We first
estimated the proportion of human fecal species in the
FMT-established communities using sourceTracker [51],
which uses the Bayesian method to partition components
of a mixed community to different source communities
that may contain overlapping species. The FMT-
established communities in the ABT mice were domi-
nated by human fecal microbes (Fig. 4a), while for the
nonABT mice, the FMT-established communities con-
tained significantly fewer human fecal microbes species
(Wilcoxon rank sum test p < 10−5, Fig. 4a). Additionally,
the richness of human species engrafted was also sig-
nificantly larger in the ABT mice than the nonABT mice
(Wilcoxon rank sum test p < 10−5, Fig. 4b), confirming
that depleting the mouse gut microbiome promotes colo-
nization of human microbes. Next, we investigated if there
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were differentially enriched human fecal species in ABT
and nonABT mice. As expected, a larger number of human
fecal species were enriched in the ABT mice compared
with the nonABT mice (Fig. 4c), consistent with our
previous conclusions that the native mouse gut micro-
biome resists colonization of human fecal microbes. We
also observed enrichments that were specific to mouse gut
conditions: different species from the phylum Bacter-
oidetes were selectively enriched in ABT or nonABT
mice, and the association is highly consistent between
NSG and C57BL6/J mice. For closely related species
under the genus Bacteroides, B. vulgatus was associated
with nonABT mice, while B. cellulosilyticus and B. xyla-
nisolvens were associated with ABT mice for both mice
genotypes and all sample combination strategies (Fig. 4c).
Collectively, these findings suggest that ABT mice accept
a wider range of exogenous colonizers in general, but
some Bacteroides species colonize consistently well in the
nonABT mice, exhibiting a species-level diversity and
versatility in the ability to colonize different gut
environments.

Bacterial genes and pathways associated with
colonization ability in different gut environments

To infer microbial functional pathways that influenced
colonizing abilities of human fecal species in different
mouse gut environments, we generated a gene catalog from
the human fecal metagenome and annotated the catalog
using the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) database [54, 55], as a reference (223,237 non-
redundant genes with 81 795 successfully assigned a KEGG
ortholog number), and identified differentially abundant
gene sets in different mouse gut conditions. A great diver-
sity of KEGG orthologs were lower in abundance in the
successfully colonized human fecal species compared with
the original human fecal community (Benjamin–Hochberg
adjusted p < 0.05, Fig. 5a), including genes involved in
flagellar assembly (ko02040), bacterial chemotaxis
(ko02030), and phosphotransferase (ko02060) systems
(Fig. 5c and Figure S3A, B). These pathways were common
bacterial pathways but were lacking in the dominant colo-
nizer—Bacteroides bacteria, explaining, at least partially,

Fig. 3 Enrichment of human
fecal microbial species in
different mouse genotypes. a
Species diversity (Shannon’s
diversity index) of human fecal
microbes established in NSG
ABT and C57BL6/J ABT mice.
b Human fecal microbial species
enriched in NSG ABT versus
C57BL6/J ABT mice. Linear
Discriminant Analysis score
were shown for taxa showing
significant enrichment (p < 0.05
and |LDA| > 2) when all samples
were treated as independent.
Additionally, the significance of
enrichment were also shown
with different sample pooling
strategies: “average across time
points”—samples representing
time points of a same mouse
were combined, “average across
time points and co-caged
mice”—samples representing
time points of all mice in a same
cage were combined. LDA
linear discriminant analysis
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the decreased abundances of the pathways in the colonized
community.

Different classes of ABC transporters (ko02010) exhib-
ited varying abundances in the successful colonizers

compared with the original human fecal metagenome
(Fig. 5c and Figure S3C). For example, two component
systems responsible for nitrogen assimilation, including
genes involved in nitrogen fixation (NtrY, NtrX, and NifA)

Fig. 4 Influence of mouse gut
microbiome on human fecal
species. a Relative abundances
of the total human fecal
microbes that colonized different
mouse gut environments. b
Species richness of human fecal
microbes in the FMT-
established microbial
communities. p-values of
Wilcoxon rank sum test were
shown. c Human fecal species
enriched in nonABT versus
ABT mice. Linear Discriminant
Analysis score were shown for
taxa showing significant
enrichment (p < 0.05 and |LDA|
> 2) when all samples were
treated as independent.
Additionally, the significance of
enrichment were also shown
with different sample pooling
strategies: “average across time
points” – samples representing
time points of a same mouse
were combined, “average across
time points and co-caged
mice”—samples representing
time points of all mice in a same
cage were combined. Names of
species that were consistently
enriched (p < 0.1) in nonABT or
ABT mice for both mouse
genotypes were highlighted in
orange. LDA linear discriminant
analysis
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and nitrate reduction (NarL, NarG, NarH, and NarI) were
enriched in human microbes that colonize NSG ABT and
C57BL6/J ABT mice (Figure S3C), potentially due to the
need to actively synthesize amino acids and nitrogenous
bases or conducting nitrate respiration. The dlt operon
(dltABCD), involved in a two component system that
incorporates D-ala into Gram-positive cell walls, was sig-
nificantly reduced in the successful colonizers in all mouse
gut environments (Figure S3C), likely because of the
enrichment of Gram-negative Bacteroidetes. Collectively,
these differences in nutrient acquisition abilities potentially
reflect the difference in nutrient usage requirements of the
human fecal microbes as well as the availability of the
nutrients in the mouse and human gut environments.

Next, we examined pathways that were differentially
abundant between successful colonizers of ABT and non-
ABT mice, which indicate functions important for the
colonization ability of exogenous microbes when interact-
ing with the native gut microbiota. We also investigated
pathways that were differentially abundant between micro-
bial communities that successfully colonize NSG and
C57BL6/J mice to infer functions that increase fitness of
microbes in each mouse genotype. Despite the presence of
various differentially abundant genes (KEGG orthologs)
between colonizers of NSG and C57BL6/J mice (Benja-
min–Hochberg adjusted p < 0.05, Fig. 5a), these genes did
not cluster into pathways, and therefore no significant dif-
ferences were identified at the pathway level.

Fig. 5 Functional genes and pathways enriched in the successful
colonizers of different mouse gut environments. a MA plot (log fold
change versus mean normalized counts) showing the difference in
KEGG ortholog abundances in the successful colonizers compared to
the human donor samples. KEGG orthologs with significantly different
abundances were shown in red (Benjamin–Hochberg adjusted p <
0.05). As an example, all samples were treated as independent. b MA
plot showing KEGG orthologs enriched in the successful colonizers of
the nonABT mice compared to ABT mice and of the C57BL6/J mice
compared to NSG mice. KEGG orthologs with significantly different
abundances were shown in red (Benjamin–Hochberg adjusted p <
0.05). As an example, all samples were treated as independent. c

Differentially abundant KEGG pathways in the successful colonizers.
Benjamin–Hochberg adjusted p-values were shown for different
sample pooling strategies: panel 1—all samples were treated as inde-
pendent (no pooling), panel 2—samples representing time points of a
same mouse were combined, and panel 3—samples representing time
points of all mice in a same cage were combined. Differentially
abundant KEGG pathways were compared between successful colo-
nizers and the original human samples (first four columns of each
panel), between successful colonizers of the nonABT and ABT mice
(column five of each panel) and between successful colonizers of the
C57BL6/J and NSG mice (column six of each panel)
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Taxonomic profiling had revealed a selective enrichment
of B. vulgatus in nonABT mice of both genotypes, while B.
cellulosilyticus and B. xylanisolvens showed reduced
abundances under the same conditions (Fig. 4c). It is
intriguing what biological functions could be related with
the difference in colonization ability between closely related
species. Thus, we pooled genes from 29 sequenced draft
genomes of the three Bacteroides species, generating a
catalog of 138,055 genes, in which 44,378 genes were
successfully assigned a KEGG ortholog. The catalog
allowed us to compare KEGG functions constrained within
these three closely related species, which consistently
showed differential abundances in nonABT and ABT mice.
We examined which of the KEGG orthologs were sig-
nificantly enriched in nonABT mice to infer functions
important for colonizing a gut environment with a native
microbiome. To further restrict our targets to functions that
are associated with B. vulgatus, we extracted only those
KEGG orthologs that were present in at least one B. vul-
gatus strain, while absent in at least one strain of B. xyla-
nisolvens and B. cellulosilyticus. This filtering step ensured
that there is at least one combination of strains from the
three Bacteroides species, in which the KEGG ortholog is
present in the B. vulgatus strains but absent in B. xylani-
solvens and B. cellulosilyticus strains. A total of 20 KEGG
orthologs were enriched in nonABT mice and associated
with B. vulgatus, regardless of the sample pooling strategy
used (Fig. 6b). Most of these orthologs represented enzymes
with biosynthetic and genetic information editing functions,
while we also identified several transporters with substrates
including amino acids, polyamine, metal ions, and carbo-
hydrates, highlighting the potential importance of nutrient
acquisition abilities in colonizing a native gut environment.
These findings collectively suggest that colonization ability
in a native gut environment could be attributed to a multi-
tude of biological functions, including nutrient acquisition,
biosynthesis and genetic information editing.

Selective colonization ability of conspecific bacterial
strains in different gut conditions

Closely related, conspecific strains—microbial lineages
belonging to a single species—could have diverse pheno-
types and preference for environmental conditions, which
could result in differential colonizing abilities in novel
environments. Indeed, different strains were previously
shown to be associated with different environmental types
[65, 66], but the colonization abilities of strains under dif-
ferent environments have not been explicitly compared.
Leveraging recent developments in mWGS analyses that
enabled examination of microbial interactions at strain-
resolution, we asked how well-conspecific human fecal
strains colonize in different mouse gut environments. We

restricted our study targets to human fecal strains, but not
native mouse gut strains by reconstructing strain haplotypes
from four species (and the only four species) that were
abundant in both the donor fecal samples and the FMT-
established mouse communities, but were absent in the
mouse native gut microbiome. Importantly, the system is
analogous to a competitive growth assay among multiple
human fecal strains under different mouse gut conditions,
but the system is not used to model the fate of strains within
a real fecal microbial community of a single individual, for
which many species may have only one dominant strain.

We used StrainPhlAn [32] to study the strain diversity of
the four species in FMT mice. StrainPhlAn reconstructs
strain haplotypes based on single-nucleotide variants
observed within species–specific marker gene regions to
avoid interference between closely related species. Impor-
tantly, StrainPhlAn reconstructs one haplotype for each
metagenomic sample, corresponding to the dominant strain
type in the sample, which allows robust phylogenetic
comparison and population genetics among multiple sam-
ples [30, 32, 65], leading to inferences of how well different
strain types fit various environmental conditions. Samples
representing different time points or co-caged mice did not
always share the same dominant strain type (Fig. 7a). We
found that strain types could be restricted to specific mouse
gut environments. For example, phylogenetic comparison
of the reconstructed strain haplotypes showed that nonABT
NSG samples were dominated by a distinct cluster of B.
cellulosilyticus strains with a very close evolutionary rela-
tionship (the red cluster in Fig. 7a). Interestingly, this cluster
of B. cellulosilyticus strains is specifically and consistently
associated with all nonABT NSG mice, while all other
experimental groups are dominated by other B. cellulosily-
ticus strain types (Fig. 7a). It is unlikely that this observation
resulted purely from chance: the probability that the clus-
tering of strains under a specific gut condition, completely
resulted from chance, conditional on the phylogeny (i.e.,
uncorrected p-value) is 9.0 × 10−7 (6C6/33C6, the probability
that the distinct cluster in the phylogeny contained all, and
only, strains reconstructed from a specific gut environment,
among all other possible combinations of strains) when
treating all samples as independent, 4.2 × 10−4 (4C4/17C4)
when each mouse has an effective sample size of 1, and
0.015 (2C2/12C2) when each cage has an effective sample
size of 1. The finding suggests that the cluster of B. cellu-
losilyticus has high-colonization ability when, and only
when the native microbiota of NSG mouse is present. Also,
the cluster of B. cellulosilyticus can be traced to a closely
related strain haplotype reconstructed from one of the six
human donors (Fig. 7a). The findings suggest that although
the human fecal sample contained multiple conspecific
strains of B. cellulosilyticus as it was an aggregate from
multiple individuals, it is possible that the mouse native gut
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microbiome specifically selected for only a small subset of
them. We do note that, however, when corrected for
familywise error rate (Šidák correction, at least one of the
four species exhibited the pattern by chance), the case
where each cage has an effective sample size of 1 is not

statistically significant (corrected p= 0.059). Although this
is the minimal p-value achievable given the phylogeny and
the sample size, the low statistical power suggests the need
for an increased sample size to better capture the strain
clustering.

Fig. 6 Genes associated with the ability of B. vulgatus to colonize a
native gut environment with an intact gut microbiome. KEGG ortho-
logs associated with human fecal B. vulgatus selectively enriched in
nonABT mice. Presence/absence of the KEGG orthologs in different
Bacteroides strains, as well as the fold enrichment of the KEGG
orthologs in nonABT mice was shown. All KEGG orthologs were

significantly enriched in nonABT mice (Benjamin–Hochberg adjusted
p < 0.05) regardless of sample pooling strategies. GenBank assembly
accession numbers were shown for each strain below each column. B.
xylanisolvens and B. cellulosilyticus were Bacteroides species con-
sistently enriched in ABT mice while B. vulgatus (highlighted in
orange) was consistently enriched in nonABT mice
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The fact that the B. cellulosilyticus strains dominating the
nonABT NSG mice were phylogenetically similar sug-
gested that they likely share genes that facilitated

engraftment even when the native mouse gut microbiome is
present. To explore genes that are potentially related to the
engraftment ability, we compiled an accessory gene catalog

Fig. 7 Selection on conspecific
strains by the mouse gut
environments. a Maximum-
likelihood phylogeny of the
reconstructed strain haplotypes.
Each strain is color coded by its
host condition (the first column
to the right of each phylogeny).
Additionally, strains sharing the
same color code (white not
included) in columns labeled
with “time points from the same
mouse” or “samples from co-
caged mouse” were
reconstructed from samples
representing time points from a
same mouse or co-caged mice,
respectively. A distinct cluster of
B. cellulosilyticus strains that
were exclusively dominant in
the nonABT NSG mice were
highlighted in a red square. b B.
cellulosilyticus accessory genes
that had significantly higher or
lower abundances in the
nonABT NSG mice. Top 10
enriched or depleted genes with
the largest fold changes were
shown; all genes satisfied
Benjamin–Hochberg adjusted p
< 10−5 when all samples were
treated as independent.
Additionally, the Benjamin–
Hochberg adjusted p-values
were also shown with different
sample pooling strategies:
“average across time points”—
samples representing time points
of a same mouse were
combined, “average across time
points and co-caged mice” —

samples representing time points
of all mice in a same cage were
combined
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for all five sequenced B. cellulosilyticus assemblies (as
listed in Fig. 6b), in order to explore B. cellulosilyticus-
specific functions that are enriched or depleted in nonABT
NSG samples. We found a variety of B. cellulosilyticus
accessory genes that were differentially abundant in non-
ABT NSG mice and other mouse conditions (Fig. 7b).
Although inconclusive, several differentially abundant
genes were previously reported to influence bacterial colo-
nization abilities. For example, genes in the porphyrin and
chlorophyll metabolism pathway (KEGG: ko00860), such
as the uidA and cobB-cbiA genes (Fig. 7b) among others
(Figure S4), had significantly lower abundances in nonABT
NSG samples (pathway differential abundance Benjamin–
Hochberg adjusted p= 0.036 when all samples were treated
as independent, p= 0.094 when each mouse had an effec-
tive sample size of 1, and p= 0.061 when each cage had an
effective sample size of 1), although these genes were
present in all five sequenced B. cellulocilyticus strains
deposited in GenBank. The pathway synthesizes,
among other products, Vitamin B12 (Vb12) coenzyme, a
compound known to regulate mouse gut microbiota com-
positions [67, 68]. The observation raised the possibility
that the nonABT NSG mice were colonized by novel B.
cellulocilyticus strains, which had lost porphyrin and
chlorophyll biosynthetic genes. Additionally, yafQ, a gene
highly enriched in nonABT NSG samples, has been shown
to facilitate the general stress responses of bacteria [69].
These genes are potential determinants of the observed
strain-level selectivity, underscoring the value of strain-
level metagenomic analyses for generating hypotheses for
future experimental validation.

Discussion

In this study, we analyzed the interaction between host
genotypes, the native host microbiome, and exogenous
colonizers at high taxonomic resolution. We found that both
the host genotypes and the native host microbiome can each
exert different selective pressures on colonizer species. The
mouse gut microbiota resists the colonization of human
fecal species, resulting in the decreased abundances and
taxonomic diversity of the engrafted human fecal species in
the mice not pre-treated with antibiotics. Nonetheless,
multiple human fecal species from the Bacteroides genera
were able to successfully invade the existing microbial
communities of both the ABT and nonABT mice. More-
over, different Bacteroides species are selectively enriched
under different gut conditions: for both mouse genotypes, B.
xylanisolvens and B. cellulosilyticus were consistently
enriched in the ABT mice while B. vulgatus was con-
sistently enriched in the nonABT mice, demonstrating
strong colonization ability despite resistance exerted by the

mouse gut microbiome. The differential colonization abil-
ities of these closely related species were likely due to a
multitude of functional differences, including versatility in
nutrient acquisition, biosynthetic abilities, and genetic
information editing. Such colonization abilities are unlikely
due to an evolutionary adaptation to the new environment,
because adaptation commonly occurs over a much longer
evolutionary time scales [70]. This observation can be better
described by ecological fitting [71], in which organisms
successfully colonize new environments using traits already
in hand from their native environment. Using a mixture of
human fecal samples, we tracked the differential coloniza-
tion ability of different human fecal microbial strains in the
mouse gut environments. Our data suggested that even
strains from the same bacterial species could have distinct
fitness in a novel host environment. For example, the native
gut microbiome of NSG mice accept a specific subset of B.
cellulosilyticus strains while resisting colonization of other
strains of the same species—a pattern consistently observed
across all native NSG mice. The strain-level selectivity is
potentially due to the bioavailability of important nutrients
such as Vb12 and the differential ability of the strains to
synthesize them. Putting together, this study demonstrated
interactions between host conditions and exogenous colo-
nizers that could not be discovered without profiling
microbial communities at species and strain resolution.

Previous studies have demonstrated the differential
colonization ability of diverse microbial taxa in the mouse
gut environments [12, 13], and more recent studies have
revealed that the gut space can host different strains of the
same exogenous species [10, 11]. Nonetheless, it was
unclear whether and how exogenous colonizers are influ-
enced by host genotypes and the native host microbiome,
and how different strains of the same species colonize in
different gut environments. Therefore, our findings are
novel in several ways. First, we showed that both host
genotype and host microbiota influence the colonization
ability of exogenous microbes. Second, we showed that
different conspecific strain types dominate different gut
environments. Additionally, we showed that the different
colonization ability of closely related species and strains
could be related with functional genes and pathways that
synthesize important nutrients or are essential to stress
responses.

Previous studies have shown that immunodeficiency
reshapes the native microbiome [72, 73], and the microbiota
plays a significant role in immunodeficiency diseases such
as common variable immunodeficiency [74], which
increases the host’s susceptibility to infections. Addition-
ally, ABT is able to modulate immune responses in mice
(e.g., ref. [75]), potentially magnifying the difference
between immunodeficient and immunocompetent mice.
However, it was unclear how an immunodeficiency
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phenotype would shape an exogenous colonizing commu-
nity. For example, would the lack of major mouse immune
compartments allow a greater number of microbes to engraft
due to reduced immune selectivity? We indeed identified
differential engraftment by FMT in the severely immuno-
deficient NSG mice versus immunocompetent C57BL6/J
mice, although in unexpected ways. Interestingly, no sig-
nificant difference in overall species diversity was observed
in the FMT-established communities in NSG versus
C57BL6/J mice whose native microbiota were depleted by
ABT, suggesting that a fully functional immune system does
not simply act as a resistance mechanism against exogenous
colonizers. Despite no differences in the species diversity in
NSG and C57BL6/J mice, we observed differential enrich-
ment of closely related human Bacteroides species from the
same genus in the two mouse genotypes, underscoring the
value of species and strain-level analyses. These findings
suggest that the selection exerted by the host immune phe-
notypes is likely highly specific - at least specific enough to
result in differential enrichment of closely related microbial
species in NSG and C57BL6/J mice.

In addition to species-level selectivity, our results sug-
gested the presence of strain-level selection on exogenous
species exerted by the mouse gut microbiome, potentially
due to functional differences among the strains. It has been
well-established that conspecific strains can diverge sig-
nificantly in their functional capacity, leading to varying
fitness in new host environments. For example, different
Escherichia coli strains have diverse colonization abilities
in the mouse gut [76] and enteric pathogens such as C.
jejuni also show strain-level divergence in colonization
ability in animal models [77]. In other ecosystems, such as
human skin, functionally diverse strains of Propioni-
bacterium acnes and Staphylococcus epidermidis can stably
co-exist in the same niche, suggesting a saturation of pan-
genome functions that results in a homeostatic community
that likely has colonization resistance against other strains
[78, 79]. Strain-level fitness variations identified in this
study were restricted to Bacteroides species due to insuffi-
cient sequencing coverage of other colonizers. The human
gut hosts a wide variety of strains in Bacteroides species
[80], which have diverse metabolic and immune-
modulatory properties (e.g., ref. [81]), which could man-
ifest as unusually flexible colonizing ability. Moreover, the
transmission of gut Bacteroides strains was also found
between mother and infants, highlighting their natural
colonization ability [30, 82]. Among the Bacteroides spe-
cies, B. cellulocilyticus strains showed an especially strong
environmental selectivity: a distinct cluster of B. celluloci-
lyticus strains dominated and only dominated the nonABT
NSG mice, suggesting for the presence of important func-
tional factors that result in this evolutionary pattern. B.
cellulocilyticus accessory genes that were significantly

enriched or depleted in the nonABT NSG mice samples
covered a large spectrum of biological functions from
metabolic potential to stress responses. One factor that
potentially contributed to the environmental selectivity is
the biosynthetic pathway of porphyrin and chlorophyll,
which is responsible for the biosynthesis of Vb12, a known
modulator of gut microbiota [67]. Although most bacterial
species may require some variant of Vb12 [68], the bio-
synthetic pathway was present in only half of the bacteria
species [83], suggesting the ability of other bacteria to
uptake Vb12 from the environment. Likewise, for B. cel-
lulosilyticus, the Vb12 biosynthetic pathway is not essential
for in vivo fitness [84], due to its ability to uptake envir-
onmental Vb12 through transporters BtuB1234. Therefore,
when environmental Vb12 was not depleted, B. cellulosi-
lyticus strains without the biosynthetic pathway could gain
fitness by avoiding the energy cost of synthesizing the gene
products in the pathway.

In this study, we identified human fecal species and
strains that exhibited differential fitness under different gut
conditions, and inferred functional factors that could influ-
ence their interaction with the mouse gut environment.
Nonetheless, it is important to note that the statistical power
of the study is restricted by the relatively small sample size
(24 mice in 16 cages), allowing us to focus only on patterns
consistently observed across sample pooling strategies.
Similarly, our data suggested strain-level selectivity of the
mouse gut environments on certain exogenous bacterial
species, but the pattern was not consistently significant
across sample pooling strategies (corrected p= 0.059 when
pooling all samples in each cage) due to the limitation of
sample sizes, indicating the need of an increased effective
sample size for future strain tracking analyses. Moreover,
functional inferences based on metagenomic sequencing are
not conclusive by nature—their strength lies in hypothesis
generation that require experimental validation. Addition-
ally, a better understanding of these functional interactions
requires comprehensive profiling of the native mouse gut
microbiome, which is yet poorly understood given the
under representation of mouse-associated microbes in the
open-access databases. Indeed, even with a combination of
a comprehensive microbial reference database and de novo
reconstruction, we found that the majority (over 70%) of the
mouse gut microbiome still remained uncharacterized.
Based on our results, the characterized fraction of the mouse
gut microbiome was dominated by bacteria from the phy-
lum Firmicutes, consistent with findings from recent efforts
to profile the mouse gut microbiome using culturomics [85]
and combining previous 16S sequencing data [86]. How-
ever, our 16S rRNA sequencing results (Figure S1A), as
well as several other studies including mWGS-based pro-
filing [56], and analyses using full-length 16S rRNA [87],
identified a larger proportion of non-Firmicutes bacteria,
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suggesting the under representation of mouse-specific non-
Firmicutes in present whole-genome reference databases.
To control for these complications, future studies seeking to
elucidate the interaction between host microbiome and
exogenous colonizers could use models with defined
microbiota, such as gnotobiotic mouse models.

Finally, the differential colonization ability of closely
related bacterial species and strains is especially relevant for
medical treatments such as FMT and probiotic applications,
which involve the application of live bacteria. Given the
diversity in functionality and colonization ability between
closely related bacteria—particularly at the strain level,
where the greatest interindividual variability likely exists—
an important consideration for probiotic and FMT-based
medication is how to successfully introduce a species/strain
with the desired function but also robust colonization ability
into a wide range of recipient communities. Based on our
findings, a strong colonizer, and therefore a strong ther-
apeutic candidate, requires the ability to synthesize nutrients
that might be lacking in the target host environment as well
as the ability to respond to stress conditions caused by the
host microbiome. These data provide initial insights to
guide which microbiota can be selectively isolated or
engineered to optimize these characteristics.
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